
6-2-14-2 3:40 Ocean water is high in magnesium.
People who live in the ocean get more magnesium.

4:30 Magnetic Clay – our plumbing clogs up real easy
Has anyone tried the new Edible Earth.
Edible Earth is an oral product. Externally, it's a great waste
of money.

a blender. Put that in a full bath tub of water. Don't put
the whole box of clay in. That will clog the tub.
Edible Earth acts as a bit of a laxative, for internal detox
as well as providing minerals for the body.

Edible Earth says it's a digestive detox.
She wants a good internal cleanse.
Spring cleaning type of thing.
I've been suggesting the yeast detox.

8:55
It's a protocol to do a yeast detox.

clay drink on an empty stomach for 3 months.
10:52

be good for that?
Trampoline, swimming, lymphatic skin brushing, clay baths.
Come from a point of view that actions should be fun for you.

13:07 Don't have to dust our houses because there is so little
skin slough off. Just pet hair.
You don't have ear wax, bad breath, plaque build up.
Don't use deodorant
We just aren't decaying and declining like we used to
because we are building new cells.

16:46

wrong way.

however you want so that you can get them down.
Just don't boil them up as magnesium dissipates in boiled
water.
One day's dose in a liter of water and sip it throughout the
day.

20:00 I think the treatment with magnesium has backfired in my
case.
72 year old male; studies human physiology and health for 
years.

Use less than one cup of LL's Magnetic Clay and blend it into

It's not an external detox like the LL's Magnetic Clay is.

http://needs.com Is a good site for Caproyal.
Caproyal, psyllium seed husks and bentonite clay.

The protocol is written out at http://wholeapproach.com
I don't recommend their probiotic. I use Prescript Assist.
Stick with the Caproyal, psyllium seed husks, and bentonite

iON talked about dead blood. Could the cleansing process

Is there a good way to take the RnA Drops?
Putting them in a mixture of juice, aloe vera, chia seeds, etc.
If you are talking about RnA Drops, that is taking them the

If you are talking about ReMag/ReLyte, you can take them

http://needs.com/
http://wholeapproach.com/


Read my book and worked on calcification.

Pinched nerve in the spine.

Pain level seems to relate to amount of magnesium I am
taking.
Assuming magnesium aggravate calcification.

Magnesium in the right amount is going to dissolve
calcium.
On three different other types of magnesium, and when
he started magnesium and stirred things up.

on. Transition point is an irritation in that area.

tissues.
Epsom salt baths or foot baths.
Magnesium RBC Test will take the guess work out of this.
He may have ways he is loosing magnesium.
Medications, Tums, yogurt, and other sources of calcium
should be monitored when you are working on
calcification.

26:18
Drops. 

Yes, you'll be getting that through your skin absorbed into
your body.
You don't necessarily need both. 
You apply it and then forget about your situation.
Don't look at it and say, “It's not helping.” Don't negate what
you want your body to do for you.
Systemic treatment instead of local.

Products.

She doesn't have thyroid problems. Doesn't seem to have
iodine issue.
Put on drop in about 4 ounces of water and take a tbsp of
that a day so that they are getting 1/8 of a drop.
They get their body used to it. It's just straight minerals.
Body shouldn't react.

Personally I would get back on sea salt to get at least some

Various magnesiums and ReMag.

Stenosis of the spine after x-ray.

People are using ReMag in therapeutic doses.

When ReMag gets into the cells, there's a shifting that goes

Spray ReMag directly on the area in layers.
Up to 6 layers of the ReMag and this will penetrate into

Have hair issues. Put some on my scalp. Don't have RnA

Under the impression that this is concentrated RnA Drops.

Dilute ReNew and take it by mouth?
That's where people do the RnA Drops and Completement

Has alopecia.
Has taken ReLyte and it makes her wild.

One drop of ReLyte on the skin, but that might be too strong.
Or, you can put a diluted amount of ReLyte on the skin.



of the 72 minerals.
Go wild and you can't sleep sounds like a thyroid reaction.

34:11
osteoporosis in the spine?

diet and redirects it to the bones.

of calcium foods.
½ tsp twice a day might not be enough.

35:55 Trying to figure out a regime. I take so many supplements -
herbs, gingko, turmeric for reasons.
Shall I just stay on that or take my additional herbs.
Do have heart congestion.
People will say they don't feel the need to take other
supplements.
Blog – Dr. Dean's Supplements
I put down what I recommend in that blog.
Those seem to be the ones that most people require.
A-Fib where cardiologist wants me to go on blood thinner.

cancer.
A-Fib, if you take enough magnesium, you shouldn't have
A-Fib and scared into thinking you need a blood thinner.
I would get Magnesium RBC Blood Test.
Get the actual number from your serum magnesium test.
Do you feel your heart thumping around?
Yes, I do.
If you feel that, you need more magnesium.

If your heart is thumping, then you need more magnesium.

A little bit of a lot of things, none of it is therapeutic.
Concerned you are not getting enough magnesium.

2 droppers for the whole day.
That's not going to be enough.

to a gentleman, Steve, who gave a testimonial about how

He focused on getting enough minerals in the cells to pull
enough water into the cells to hydrate the cells and keep
the fluid from building up outside the cells.
Heart congestion is the fluid is going to the wrong places.

51:20
We're heavily chilled out.

Can taking a maintenance daily of ReMag interfere with slight

I take Completement Formulas and naturopathic Vit D.
ReMag helps treat ostoporosis since it pulls calcium from the

In the ReLyte book at http://rnareset.com you can see list

Takes nanozyme because she doesn't do soy do to breast

Take 2 droppers of ReLyte twice a day.

Might need 2-3 tsps of ReMag.
Put 2 tsps ReMag and 1 tsp of ReLyte in a liter bottle of water.

How much ReMag have you been taking?

Email Ginney at support@rnareset.com. I can let you talk

he used ReMag/ReLyte for overcoming A-Fib.

15 ReNew Drops with 10-12 ReLyte with 22 drops RnA Drops  

http://rnareset.com/
mailto:support@rnareset.com


tongue.
52:28 She used the word, “interfere,” because she wants to

retain calcium about her osteoporosis.
Magnesium dissolves calcium in soft tissues and blood
stream so that it does go to the bones.
Magnesium does not break down your bones.
Follows your body's genius blueprint.
Sign of aging is tissues calcifying.

54:15
People believe they need vitamins.

acid.
Look at my blog on Supplements.
Grown by Nature are food-based, organic vitamins.
KAL brand digestive enzymes plus hydrochloric acid.

56:05 Do you think Prescript Assist, etc. will balance out hot
flashes?

Depends on how much you are taking.
If you have stuff going on, it is not maintenance.
You want therapeutic in the short term.

Sublingually goes right to your brain, if you put it under your

Do I need multiple vitamins with ReMag/ReLyte?

ReAline has a couple of methylated B vitamins and folic

She's on all the Completements.
Hot flashes – ReMag and ReLyte are the key there.
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